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ABSTRACT 

Power theft in India has the most significant effect on Indian economy. Inadequate and inefficient present 

strategies for recognizing and deflecting Power theft cause a wage incident nearby mischief to individual and 

open property. Huge measure of energy need is caused in view of energy theft. One of the challenges in stopping 

power theft is the inconvenience in recognizing power theft. Particularly it is difficult to find the right territory 

where control theft is going on Estimation of parameters current and voltage similarly appear on LCD of the 

used loads. If the use ends up being high then a SMS will be sent using GSM modem related with the controller 

close by territory regard. We are likewise going to execute the Postpaid Energy meter in this paper where meter 

will speak with the server and makes fitting move as educated by the server System. By this idea Billing will be 

made simpler without Human Error. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Power loss is figured with the contrast between the produced power and the charged power. The noteworthy 

modes where control theft is done are snaring in benefit line (unapproved association) and bypassing of energy 

or power meter. A outline for the procedure adjusted to bypass the load and snaring at benefit line of shopper 

end. In paper[1] a theoretical approach for energytheft and inexact area recognizable proof utilizing power line 

correspondence and progressed metering framework for keen appropriation framework have been accounted for. 

[2] and proposed the design of low voltage impedance adjusting transformer which is bidirectional in 

nature for coupled transformer circuit. In [3] the procedure for distinguishing electric theft inside energy 

dissemination framework has been proposed. All the more particularly the development identifies with a 

framework and strategy for distinguishing energy inconsistencies in voltage as detailed in paper [4]. From this 

innovation the proposed contraption is furnished with discovery unit which comprises of a curl that 

distinguishes a swaying attractive field conformed to a power transmission unit and that is designed to decide if 

there is an endeavoured control robbery based on the condition of the wavering attractive field as identified by 

location unit. In the proposed design, two closures of the power benefit line that is under observation for 

conceivable power robbery, we have utilized two Current Sensor. For compelling identification of attach stack 

association, we sense the present reading from the both current sensor which are introduced at substation and 

dissemination station and if there is any discovery of current contrast above resistance level which we have 

customized in the controller then controller will send the Power robbery data SMS to the Line man specifically 

utilizing the GSM Modem. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Anti-theft power metering of Md U Hashmi for smart electrical distribution system identically proven that the 

major challenge is in identifying the particular area of theft and estimating the amount of power being stolen. 

Handshaking advanced metering infrastructure using power line communication technology is introduced where 

the theft is identified based on the „deterioration in the signal‟. 

Also, it can monitor the meter reading regularly without the person visiting each house. A GSM 900 module is 

integrated with electronic energy meter of each entity to have remote access to the usage of electricity and create 

wireless network. 

Muhammad saad, Muhammad faraz tariq, Amna Nawaz, Muhammad yasir jamal “Theft detection based GSM 

prepaid electricity system” They have introduced a prepaid electricity system where the user receives message 

on their mobiles phones about the units they have purchased via GSM technology. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In this above paper we have utilized Two segments One is Sensing station and another is Server(Mobile). The 

above Sensing station will be put at the feeder terminal or in the fields where the electrical cables are utilized for 

control transmission. Furthermore, Server will be versatile set at the KEB station or with the Line Man. 

When we Comes to Current Theft Detection Part here we have utilized Two Current Sensors ACS712 to 

distinguish the measure of current stream. One will considered as substation yield current identification 

sensor(1) and Another will be Used as the Distributor Station current sensor(2). These sensors are associated 

with ARDUINO UNO Analog information pins where controller will ascertain the yield of current sensor and 

contrast them with recognize the distinction between current reading. At the point when both the sensor reading 

are unexpected more in comparison to resilience which we characterize in the program then controller utilized 

the GSM Modem to send the power theft data to Line Man where he can go and get the criminals and keep away 

from the Power Loss. 

When we come to Post Paid Energy Meter Part here we have utilized One current Sensor(1) for reading the 

current utilized by the purchaser stack. What's more, This information will be Stored in the controller. At the 

point when the server requests theCurrent reading data for this energy meter through SMS then the controller 

will send the computed reading to the Server by SMS utilizing GSM modem. What's more, when controller will 

get the Payable Amount with due date from Server then controller will show same on the LCD by initiating the 

Buzzer caution. What's more, when controller will get the server data PAID or Cut Off then controller will ON 

or OFF the Load. Fuse blown will be intimated and cautioned through signal alert and same data will be sent to 

LINE MAN by means of SMS 
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Fig 1: block diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: complete setup 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Step 1: GSM initialises for the signal. 

Step 2: checks if whether the fuse is normal or blown and indicates the feeder. 

Step 3: If tampering is identified sends the immediate message to the respective area Line Man. 

Step 4: The server initialises the feeder if the bill is paid in the month end. 
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Fig 3: Message delivery 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, a novel strategy to recognize electrical energy theft i.e. altering the Power Line has proposed with 

Post Paid Energy Meter which makes in simple exact charging. The system includes improvement of a power 

theft identification calculation and additionally plan of the related equipment engineering. The Proposed 

calculation includes high two current sensors, microcontroller will read the present follows obtained at vital 

areas look after by a limit given in the program the proposed calculation will be actualized and tried in prototype 

display utilizing through information. For this present reality situation a test seat is constructed. Energy theft 

location has been performed attractively under many testing conditions. The proposed controlled energy 

discovery strategy may have assume the huge part in the checking energy theft. In addition , the proposed 

strategy likewise actualized in solitary compact and minimal effect frame work utilizing smaller scale IOT and 

controller unit building the developed engineering including arrangement of the 
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